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PICCOLO VAMPIRO 3
THE FIRST VOLUME OF THIS SERIES HAS WON THE ANDERSEN PRIZE 2019 FOR BEST COMIC BOOK.
The adventures of the funniest ever little vampire are back!
In this third volume, Joann Sfar takes a step backward and tells us some stories about Piccolo Vampiro’s past and his odd family. We are going to learn how
it happened that his mother and he became vampires, we will witness the whirlwind romance between Madame Pandora and the Captain of the Dead…
and we are going to meet the Gibbous, a ruthless and rancorous enemy who has been trying to exterminate Piccolo Vampiro and his parents for centuries.
Forced to hide inside the haunted house, shielded by and invisible, powerful protective barrier, Madame Pandora and the Captain of the Dead erased
every memory of the sketchy persecutor from their child’s mind. Unaware of the tremendous danger, Piccolo Vampiro can’t understand why he is not
allowed to go out and he’s champing at the bit to go to town and make friends with other children his age. With the complicity of his monstrous friends, he
takes advantage of the movie night at the haunted house to sneak off with Pomodoro and fly to the school… where he will meet Michele, as all Sfar’s
readers already know. Piccolo Vampiro is over the moon with joy: he’s got a friend, at last! But unfortunately, his getaways didn’t go unnoticed and the old
enemy’s threat is looming again over the haunted house’s occupants… and even over Michele!
Nearly twenty years after the first issue of Piccolo Vampiro, Joann Sfar goes back to the beginning of the story to rewrite it, together with Sandrina Jardel
(whose name is not by chance the same as Michele’s classmate). The readers of Piccolo Vampiro 1 will certainly appreciate this new version of the story, a
bit more gothic than the previous one but always irresistibly ironic, and will find some scenes they already know but seen from a different point of view.
#logosedizioni collects in a single volume the whole new series, whose third chapter, still unpublished, will be issued simultaneously in Italy and in France. A
page-turner book, a new story in three acts told by Joann Sfar’s soft and playful touch and Brigitte Findakly’s cute colours, which is going to become an
animated feature film. Drawing upon the Jewish stories that his grandmother once told him, Sfar manages to build a universe full of fantasy and tenderness
that will make both children and grown-ups happy.
The author:
Born in Nizza in 1971, Joann Sfar is a prolific and talented author of comics, who skilfully deals with both drawing and script. In 1994 he published his first
comic book, Les Aventures d’Ossour Hyrsidoux, and since 2000 he has achieved growing appreciation from audience and critics alike, winning several
prizes. He collaborates with the press, illustrates philosophical classics and has written several comic books, many of which have been translated into Italian.
His titles published in English include Klezmer: Tales of the Wild East, Vampire Loves, the six volumes of Sardine in Outer Space, The Professor’s Daughter, The
Rabbi’s Cat, Little Vampire, Dungeon and The Little Prince. In 2004 he won the Grand Prix de la ville d’Angoulême, special award for the thirtieth anniversary
of the festival. In 2010 he directed the musical Gainsbourg (vie héroïque), adapted from his graphic novel and awarded with three César awards. In 2011 he
directed the animation movie Le Chat du Rabbin, an adaptation from his comic book series with the same title and nominated as the best animation movie
at the European Film Awards. In December 2019 the movie Petit Vampire, the film adaptation of the series Little Vampire, will be released.
Published by #logosedizioni: Piccolo Vampiro 1 (2018), winner of the Andersen Prize 2019 for best comic book, Piccolo Vampiro 2 (2018), Piccolo Vampiro
3 (2019), Gran Vampiro 1 (2018), Gran Vampiro 2 (2019), Merlino, Salciccia e Tartina (2019), Merlino contro Babbo Natale (2019). Soon to be published: Il
Signor Coccodrillo ha molta fame (2020).
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